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Na Speaker praises role of women
The News
ISLAMABAD: Speaker National Assembly Asad Qaiser has said that the “Back Benchers Day” will
be observed to encourage the participation of the members of National Assembly in the proceedings of the House during the session. “The participation … Read More

Maliha Abidi: Empowering Pakistani women one illustration at a time
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The Express Tribune
KARACHI: “I’m a feminist.” You’ve probably heard this sentence about a dozen times. But to Maliha Abidi, it means a lot more. The 23-year-old artist hails from England and her Instagram
page caught our eye, thanks to her beautiful and insightful murals of famous … Read More

Conference highlights major achievements by women
The News (January 27, 2019)
A galaxy of women, both from Pakistan and overseas, who have struggled against heavy odds
and achieved enviable positions in their respective fields narrated their success stories at the
Ninth International Women Leader’ Summit at a hotel … Read More

In Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, girls education
still suffering
The Gulf News (January 26, 2019)
Islamabad: In its second consecutive term, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) has failed to ensure school education for all the girls in the province. …
Read More

On your bikes!
Dawn News
WHENEVER I have written about Pakistan’s economic and social woes, some readers have asked
me to discuss the solutions, and not just highlight the problems. Frankly, the remedial measures
required are not exactly … Read More

Why female Pashtun activists matter for PTM
The Asia Times
In the 1870s a number of highly educated Russian women supported a populist revolutionary
movement and established a new tradition of women’s active participation in politics, organizing
study circles in all four corners … Read More

Feminism is for everyone
The Express Tribune
Nearly a century ago, women finally won the right to vote in the US. Although much has been
achieved since, there is still a long way to go to bring them true and full equality. In Pakistan,
women constitute around 48% of … Read More

Role of women journalists in society praised
The Express Tribune
QUETTA: Adviser to the Balochistan Chief Minister on Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs Abdul Khaliq Hazara has highlighted the importance of media in the development of society, saying the face of Pakistani media is being … Read More

Women empowerment reforms
The Dawn
THE obvious is often obscure, it seems. The state of affairs regarding women’s rights has hardly ever been a matter of
pressing concern for our masters. Yet ornamented rhetoric has taken over grass-root reforms, and …Read More

Women’s role in economic stability demanded
The News
ISLAMABAD: There is a dire need to inculcate self-confidence and self-belief in the female youth leaders to improve participation of women in the future of Pakistan’s economic stability. These remarks were made by … Read More

Opportunities for female youth vital for Pakistan’s economic stability: Abdleeb Abbas
The Pakistan Today
ISLAMABAD: Parliamentary Secretary for Foreign Affairs Andleeb Abbas has said that opportunities for channelling the
potential and talent of the country’s female youth are pertinent to improve participation of women in the … Read More

Gender discrimination in Pakistan
The Daily Times
Gender discrimination refers to unfair treatment or inequitable difference between distinct groups of people in society
in terms of rights, opportunities and status. It goes without saying that gender discrimination is a …Read More

Shaping Pakistan; Women changing the political dynamics
The Daily Times
Census 2017 in Pakistan makes us realize that actually we are less than 50 percent but our impact is much larger on
the polity. The often-romanticized role of women in the lives of powerful men has over shadowed the efforts of … Read
More

A platform to bridge gender gap in tech sector
The News
KARACHI : Noreen Naz took a huge risk leaving a comfortable school job to enrol in a course to learn a skill she had
never heard of before, yet a skill that has and continues to significantly alter how we live, communicate and socialise. …
Read More

The need for gender budgeting : Part-I
The News
Why does gender budgeting need to be reintroduced in Pakistan? We all know about the lofty policy statements made
by governments about the promotion of gender equality. Given those, why is there a need for gender budgeting?…Read
More

